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ABSTRACT:  

Income inequality has been associated with detrimental health, social and economic 

consequences. Currently income inequality is rising globally. Hungary has experienced a 

relatively mild increase in income inequality compared to other states. By understanding the 

impact of macroeconomic variables on income inequality across comparable states this paper 

aims to improve the understanding their dynamics. This study has therefore constructed 

several multiple linear regressions, aiming to understand the significant associations with 

different measures of income inequality and their directionality and strength. The 

macroeconomic variables used in this study include: Government Expenditure, Economic 

growth, Volume of Imports, Volume of Exports, Total investment and Capital Openness. The 

macroeconomic variables were identified through the construction of a Directed Acyclic 

Graph, based upon an analysis of academic literature. The only variable found to be 

significantly related to income inequality in Hungary is capital openness, which for every 1 

increase in capital openness saw an increase of 0.027 (± 0.003) in the Gini coefficient. Across 

the other states assessed government expenditure, imports and investment were found to be 

significantly related to income inequality. As the results per state varied, this paper 

recommends local, tailored solutions for income inequality. 

Keywords: Hungary, Income Inequality, Economy, Macroeconomic, Statistics, 

Analysis 
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A Linear Regression Analysis of Macroeconomic variables behind Income Inequality in 

Hungary after the Fall of Communism 

 Income inequality in Hungary has had a turbulent recent history. As a communist 

state the transition from a socialist redistributive economy to a free market economy must 

have given rise to enormous inequality within its society. As income inequality is negatively 

associated with population health, wellbeing and economic growth, this could have crippled 

the Hungarian state (Pickett & Wilkinson, 2015) (Aiyar & Ebeke, 2020). This is however not 

the case. Hungary has seen a relatively mild transition from communism, while industrial 

economies have seen income inequality rise substantially since the mid-1970s (Aiyar & 

Ebeke, 2020). By inferring clues from the data of its economy, policy makers might be able 

to improve inequality conditions in comparable states and prevent the negative health, 

societal and economical effects associated with income inequality (Detollenaere et al., 2018) 

(Kim, 2015). 

After the second World War, the Soviet Union established communist regimes in the 

areas it occupied in eastern Europe. Communism is an ideology that aims to establish a 

system of government that commands a state planned redistributive economy. Communist 

governments often had far reaching powers in the economy, setting prices, salaries and 

determining production quotas. Eastern European communist states, including Hungary, had 

relatively low rates of income inequality compared to capitalistic states of similar 

development before 1989 (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). Income inequality occurs naturally 

when people earn different incomes. In states that experience high income inequality the 

richest population group has a larger share of total income when compared to the poorer 

population groups. In states that have relatively low income inequalities, the income share a 

population has is more proportionate to the size of the population. A variable that is often 

used to measure the amount of income inequality a population experiences is the Gini 

coefficient. After the fall of communism in Hungary democratization began to occur, but the 

economic transition had already begun (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). 

Income inequality in Hungary 

The centrally planned economic system in Hungary, although similar to other 

communist states did have some differences. After 1968, with the introduction of the ‘New 

Economic Mechanism’, companies were given more power in economic decision making. 
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However, the government continued to regulate prices, wages, investment and interest rates 

(ŽÍdek, 2014). While these measures could not erase inequalities, they did have a significant 

impact, as can be seen in the graph below. 

 

Figure 1: GINI Scores of various Eastern European States Post-Communism. Hungary in Red. Data retrieved from the IMF 

World Economic Outlook dataset.  

The plot visualizes the trend in income inequality as measured by the Gini coefficient 

for several eastern European states. The increase in income inequality, that occurred after the 

fall of the communist governments, can be clearly seen in the first section of the graph. The 

rapid increase in income inequality can be attributed to the abandonment of government 

efforts to reduce inequality (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). The communist government of 

Hungary, under public pressure, abandoned some of the policies in place that kept income 

inequality low. Hungary became a member of the IMF in 1982 and created commercial banks 

in 1987. As of 1989, 63 percent of all prices were already governed by the market (ŽÍdek, 

2014). In 1989 the communist regimes mentioned in this paper, transitioned to democratic 

free market economies. The measures taken by the communist government of Hungary 

resulted in a relatively high government expenditures as percentage of GDP, even when 

compared to other communist states, reaching 63.7 percent of GDP in 1989 (ŽÍdek, 2014). 

During this period of transition foreign direct investment or FDI rose, as the 

economies of the region experienced globalization. Besides FDI, income inequality rose 
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substantially (Mihaylova, 2015). As globalization allows for a more optimal use of resources 

it can accelerate economic growth, however not everyone benefits from this increase in 

economic growth equally, and as such income inequality tends to rise (Georgantopoulos & 

Tsamis, 2011). For the first seven years after the transition, income inequality in Hungary 

rose rapidly. Income inequality then stabilized until 2000, after which it continued to rise, 

however in contrast with the increase in income inequality before 2000, the rise was slower 

(Mihaylova, 2015). In 2019, the year at the end of the scope of this study, Hungary had a Gini 

coefficient of 0.44 (WID.WORLD, n.d.).  

Consequences of income inequality 

 Income inequality has been negatively correlated with several measures of health, 

including depression. Some authors assert the claim that this correlation is causal, but this 

claim is disputed by others (Detollenaere et al., 2018). While the causal effect is relatively 

modest, reducing the GINI coefficient below 0.3 could avert 1.5 million deaths according to 

Pickett et al in 2014. Furthermore reducing income inequality should decrease the amount of 

physical and mental illness as well as violence, and therefore government expenditure on 

these subjects could be invested elsewhere. It should however be noted that income inequality 

is most likely to affect health indirectly, through changing the social standing of a person 

(Pickett & Wilkinson, 2015). A further exploratory study on the effects of income inequality 

on health in Europe has been conducted in 2018 and found that several parameters of health, 

self-rated health, life expectancy and mental wellbeing were all negatively correlated with an 

increase in income inequality (Detollenaere et al., 2018). In Hungary specifically an 

association between life expectancy and income inequality was found, accounting for a 

difference between the highest and lowest income groups of 4.6 years for females and 6.9 

years for males. The majority of the difference in life expectancy between the highest and 

lowest income groups is attributed to avoidable causes of death (Bíró et al., 2021). Despite 

these correlations and while a direct relationship between income inequality and health is 

hypothesized, causation cannot be confirmed as there has not yet been a longitudinal study 

concerning the effects of income inequality on the health of a population (Detollenaere et al., 

2018). 

 The consequences of an inequal society are not only expressed through health. In 

countries with high averages incomes, income inequality slows economic growth. 

Specifically GDP per capita is influenced negatively by higher levels of income inequality 
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(Brueckner & Lederman, 2018). A further study conducted involving a statistical analysis on 

income inequality in 40 countries in the OECD corroborated the result that income inequality 

had a significant negative relationship with GDP growth (Kim, 2015). Increasing income 

inequality can furthermore cause macroeconomic instability, the concentration of power and 

increase the risk of economic crises (IMF, 2015). Besides nationwide effects increased 

income inequality can increase inequality of opportunity and entrench socio-economic 

outcomes. The entrenchment of outcomes can in turn cause disillusionment and political 

instability (IMF, 2015). The consequences of a highly unequal distribution of income are thus 

numerous, including health, social, economic and political disadvantages. 

The global trend 

 Income inequality has increased among most of the advanced and emerging market 

economies, with global income inequality across individuals reaching a Gini coefficient of 

0.70 in 2013 (IMF, 2015). Furthermore a large increase of income inequality over the last 200 

years on the world economy has been identified as one the most worrying features of 

economic development by van Zanden et al in 2014. The process of globalization, which 

accelerated over this period, is causing a strong increase in within-country income inequality 

since 1980, after a period of relative stagnation in the trajectory of income inequality (van 

Zanden et al., 2013). The current trend of global income inequality is uncertain, and 

dependent upon how economic growth will be distributed over society. Projections made by 

Alvaredo et al in 2018 predicted an increase in the top 1% income share and a slight decrease 

in the income share of the bottom 50% (Alvaredo et al., 2018). This would indicate a future 

rise in income inequality, and while it remains important to acknowledge the assumptions 

that are made with projections, an increase in income inequality would have harmful 

consequences for the societies in which it occurs. 

Problem analysis 

 Before 1989, Hungary’s income inequality was relatively low and stable compared to 

its comparable capitalistic countries (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). After the fall of the 

communist government the economy was transitioned, with the government abandoning 

efforts to keep income inequality low (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). Thereafter income 

inequality within Hungary rose sharply, until its trajectory stagnated and slowly started to 

increase again by 2000. Hungary has since experienced a relatively mild increase in income 
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inequality. Income inequality globally has risen fast and projections predict a further rise in 

income inequality by 2050. This increase in income inequality is undesirable for states, as 

increased levels of income inequality can lead to several negative economic and political 

consequences. Furthermore increased income inequality can lead to negative effects on 

health, with income inequality even associated with a decrease in life expectancy. By 

studying the recent economy of Hungary through its macroeconomic variables this paper 

aims to aid policy makers in identifying the areas of the economy that can be influenced to 

reduce income inequality. This study will thereafter aim to identify the variables which have 

had a disproportionate impact on income inequality within Hungary when compared to 

similar states, in order to see if this global problem could be viably treated by local solutions. 

In order to answer these questions this study has created two research questions. 

Research question 1: Can the identified macroeconomic variables explain the trajectory of 

income inequality in Hungary since 1995? 

Research question 2: Which variables have had a disproportionate impact on income 

inequality in Hungary after the fall of communism compared to other eastern European 

states? 

Scope and method 

In order to answer the research questions this study will conduct several multiple 

linear regressions involving macroeconomic variables, which will be chosen through a review 

of literature. A multiple linear regression is a statistical test that aims to determine the 

strength, significance and direction of the association between a dependent variable and 

multiple independent variables. The analysis will be conducted through macroeconomic 

variables, which are variables that describe aspects of the economy at large. This contrasts 

with microeconomics, which describes the economic decisions of an individual. This study 

will focus upon Hungary since 1996, and will include Bulgaria, Czechia, Slovakia, Romania 

and Poland for comparison. Several significant associations between macroeconomic 

variables and income inequality have been found by this paper, under which a positive 

relationship between capital openness and income inequality. 

Literature Review 

 The literature review in this paper will be dedicated to analyse the relationships found 

between macroeconomic variables and measures of income inequality in relevant literature. 
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From the connections found throughout literature a directed acyclic graph or DAG will be 

created, which will visualize a web of relationships between variables. This DAG will allow 

this study to create a the formula that will be the basis of the linear regression model. From 

past research it is apparent that there is no clear consensus on the relationship between 

income inequality and other macroeconomic variables (Furceri & Ostry, 2019). Furthermore, 

if relationships between different variables are found they are often contested on the ground 

of statistical methods, origin of data or country specific factors that do not allow for 

externalization to other states (Deyshappriya, 2017).  However, it is nonetheless important to 

analyse previous literature, as the associations found will be the basis for this study. 

Unemployment and Inflation 

Research done for the Asian Development Bank by Deyshappriya in 2017 focussed 

on the impact of macroeconomic variables on income inequality in the Asian region and 

found unemployment and inflation to be statistically significant, even when including 

political and demographic variables in the model (Deyshappriya, 2017). Unemployment was 

furthermore identified as a key driver of income inequality, as those who are most likely to 

lose their occupations are those in the bottom income shares (Alvaredo et al., 2018). These 

findings were corroborated by Furceri and Ostry in 2019, whom underscored unemployment 

and globalization as key drivers of national income inequality (Furceri & Ostry, 2019). 

However, when using income shares, Jäntti et al found little evidence of a relationship 

between unemployment and inflation and income inequality. The study conducted took place 

in the United Kingdom, and analysed five different income groups through a regression 

model (Jäntti & Jenkins, 2009). 

GDP, Economic Growth and Investment 

Deyshappriya in 2017 furthermore identifies GDP and trade flows as a significant 

predictor of income inequality. According to Deyshappriya et al, the association of GDP with 

income inequality follows a parabolic relationship, as described by the Kuznets curve 

(Deyshappriya, 2017). The Kuznets curve is a heavily debated topic in literature, and not an 

accepted hypothesis by every scholar. The Kuznets curve explains the proposed parabolic 

relationship between income inequality and economic growth by arguing that in poorer 

countries economic growth causes capital accumulation, which in turn increases income 

inequality. In richer countries however GDP growth decreases income inequality due to the 
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state funding measures to distribute economic gains more evenly (Furceri & Ostry, 2019) 

(Deyshappriya, 2017). Not all studies find the proposed parabolic relationship mentioned 

above, but rather a positive relationship between GDP and income inequality, regardless of 

the development level of the state (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010).  Nevertheless it is clear that 

income inequality and GDP growth has an association which is worth including in the model, 

as not everyone can profit equally from the gains made through economic growth.  

Bandelj and Mahutga in 2010 found, while researching the transition from socialist 

planned to capitalist free market economies, that the socialist states that allowed greater 

inflow of Foreign Direct Investment or FDI, had significantly higher rates of income 

inequality (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). However, Georgantopoulos and Tsamis in 2011, 

found that FDI reduces income inequality, as FDI boosts economic growth as well as 

increases government revenue, which could in turn be used on poverty alleviation programs 

(Georgantopoulos & Tsamis, 2011) (Aiyar & Ebeke, 2020). Foreign direct investment and 

investment share to GPD was furthermore found to have a positive correlation with several 

income inequality variables (Deyshappriya, 2017)(Jäntti & Jenkins, 2009). As foreign direct 

investment was severely limited during the communist government it is worth looking into 

the recent effects, especially since most studies support the hypothesis that investment 

positively influences income inequality. 

Government Expenditure and Education 

Government Expenditure has a complex and debated relation with income inequality, 

as government expenditure on infrastructure reduces income inequality in Latin American 

countries, which have significant levels of income inequality. However, this denotes a 

specific area of government expenditure, and it occurred in a state that already has a high 

level of income inequality (Deyshappriya, 2017). Furthermore, government expenditure has 

been found to increase income inequality in European countries by Roventini et al in 2012, 

while Sarel et al found no significant relationship at all in 1997 (Maestri & Roventini, 2012) 

(Sarel, 1997). A third proposed relation with income inequality and government expenditure 

stipulates that in the short term government expenditure reduces income inequality, while 

increasing it in the long term (Deyshappriya, 2017). As government expenditure can 

influence investment, and in turn economic growth, while simultaneously influencing income 

inequality it is an important variable to include in the statistical analysis of this study. 
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Government expenditure is furthermore very broad, and the relationships found by this study 

could unearth the combined effect of all government measures through capital. 

Education is a variable that does not fit the macroeconomic scope this study is based 

upon. Nevertheless the effect of education on income inequality is large and bi-directional 

(Anyanwu et al., 2016) (IMF, 2015).  A person with an education has the possibility to apply 

for occupations that have increased pay, but education is not accessible for everyone. 

Secondary education has been associated with a decrease in income inequality, as the 

majority of population can access a secondary degree. Tertiary education is less accessible, 

and thus increases income inequality (Anyanwu et al., 2016). 

Capital openness and Trade 

 The negative relationship between the total sum of trade and income inequality is well 

documented and accepted by scholars (Georgantopoulos & Tsamis, 2011). The hypothesis 

postulates that trade should mean the more efficient use of goods and services, and therefore 

those should be more affordable than domestic goods and services. Besides, it should lead to 

increased globalization, which should increase domestic production efficiency in order to 

compete. As such the bottom income shares benefit relatively more than the top income share 

groups (Georgantopoulos & Tsamis, 2011). A study conducted by Furceri and Ostry in 2019 

found that trade and financial globalization had asymmetric effects, whereby trade lowered 

income inequality, while increased financial globalization was associated with higher income 

inequality (Furceri & Ostry, 2019). 

Directed Acyclic Graph 
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Figure 2: The Directed Acyclic Graph based upon the literature review that will guide the statistical analysis 

 Based upon the findings of this literature review a directed acyclic graph was 

produced. This graph helps visualize the relationships between several macroeconomic 

variables and the dependent variable of interest, in this case income inequality. The 

macroeconomic variables that have been chosen to be analysed in the linear regression are: 

government expenditure, economic growth, imports, exports, investment as percentage of 

GDP and capital openness. These variables have all been supported by literature and have an 

appropriate amount of observations. The macroeconomic variables that were not included 

despite being associated with income inequality are: inflation and unemployment. These will 

not be included in the analysis because the literature is contradicting, and studies which have 

the most similarities to the background of this study have not found a statistically significant 

association.  

Methodology 

 The methodology section for this study is subdivided into several sections, which will 

each describe an essential part of the set-up and structure of this study. The aim of this 

section is to justify the process the author undertook, while allowing for reproduction of the 

results found. 

Methodological Approach & Scope 
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 Scope. This research has the primary aim to explain the changes in income inequality 

in Hungary through other relevant macroeconomic variables found in literature. Hungary was 

chosen for this study as the trajectory of its income inequality through time is worth studying. 

Hungary had a relatively mild transition from communism to capitalism compared to other 

states and has shown a relatively stable level of income inequality after the transition had 

occurred (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). The identification of the relevant macroeconomic 

variables that determine income inequality in Hungary could be the bedrock that future policy 

to reduce inequalities in other societies can be based on. 

 The other states included for the comparison with Hungary are Poland, Czechia, 

Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria. These states have been identified on the grounds that they 

share a relatively comparable recent history. The aforementioned states are all eastern 

European states that experienced communism until 1989-1990, without being a part of the 

Soviet Union, and are present day members of the European Union. A requirement upon 

entering the European Union is to have a functioning market economy, and thus all states that 

are included in this study successfully transitioned from a planned economy to a market 

economy (Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). The states thus have a comparable recent economic 

history, allowing for comparison. The timeframe chosen for the statistical analysis is in part 

based upon the availability of data, and part on historical developments. The timeframe 

chosen is from the economic transition until the COVID-19 pandemic. The COVID-19 

pandemic was excluded from the timeframe as the measures taken to combat the pandemic 

were not uniform, and the impacts on the states would skew the data, making the results 

unreliable. Not all aforementioned states have recorded economic data on all of the 

aforementioned years, especially in the period following revolutions, and therefore the years 

used over the different states can differ per state. Table 1 (below) illustrates the timeframe 

used in the statistical analysis per state that is involved.  

State Hungary Bulgaria Romania Czechia Slovakia Poland 

Timeframe 1996-2019 2001-2019 2001-2019 1997-2019 1998-2019 1997-2019 

Table 1: Shows the Timeframe used in the statistical Analysis per state involved.  

 As this paper has aims to explain income inequality through other macroeconomic 

variables, it will therefore solely include macroeconomic variables in its statistical analysis. 
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Justification of Methodological Approach. Explaining the impact of 

macroeconomic factors on income inequality in several states over several years requires both 

a literature review and a statistical analysis. As such the research shall be quantitative, 

containing no interviews.  Qualitative research would have yielded subjective datapoints, 

while this study focusses on the relationship between variables nationwide, which need 

several years of observations to accurately identify relationships. Therefore a qualitative 

research approach would not adequately answer the research question. The literature review 

is necessary in order to identify the variables that are related to income inequality as well as 

explain the differences that occur both between the impact of the macroeconomic variables as 

well as the difference between states. The methodological approach is thus aimed at 

answering the research questions through a combination of statistical testing and literature 

review, concluding with a discussion on the results of the statistical analysis supported by 

relevant literature. This approach best suits the research question as it allows the study to 

undertake a precise analysis on a large number of datapoints, which have been retrieved from 

the same origin.  

 Included Variables. The variables that are used in this paper are visible in the table 

below. 

Variable Abbreviation Source 

Gini-Coefficient GINI World Inequality Database 

Bottom 50%  income share B50 World Inequality Database 

Top 1% income share T01 World Inequality Database 

Government Expenditure GGX IMF World Economic 

Outlook (WEO) Dataset 

Economic Growth NGDP IMF WEO  

Imports TMG_RPCH IMF WEO 

Exports TX_RPCH IMF WEO 

Investment NID_NGDP IMF WEO 

Capital Openness KAOPEN Chinn-Ito Index 

Table 2: Variables, Abbreviation of Variable in statistical testing, Origin of Variable 

 The variables indicating income inequality were the Gini coefficient, bottom 50 

percent income share and top 1 percent income share. The variables were all computed with 

pre-tax data, otherwise the redistributive effects of the tax system would be included in the 
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statistical analysis, and that is beyond the scope of this paper. The Gini coefficient was used 

for nationwide analysis, while the income share variables were used to determine 

disproportionate impact of a macroeconomic variable within a state upon a specific layer of 

society. As such, separate multiple linear regressions were formulated for all states, over all 

three variables. 

The macroeconomic variables that have been included in the analysis have been 

identified as having a relationship with income inequality in previous relevant research. The 

justification is seen in the ‘Literature Review’ section of this study.  

Research Design 

 Use of R. The statistical software ‘R’ was used in the statistical analysis. Besides 

personal familiarness with the software, the customizability of R was a definitive reason to 

choose for the software. R allows for customization through the import of libraries, which 

allow different testing, complementary to the basic statistical tests that R provides. The code 

can furthermore be easily shared and reproduced, increasing consistency. The intend is to 

increase the ease of reproduction. 

 Method of literature review. The literature review was conducted using ‘Google 

Scholar’. As this research required various topics of literature to be read the search terms 

used varied. Search terms included, but were not limited to ‘Income inequality AND trends 

AND Europe’, ‘Income inequality AND macroeconomics’, ‘Income inequality AND 

regression’, ‘Income inequality AND Hungary’ and ‘Income inequality AND consequences’. 

The papers were then identified through tests of relevance, were the amount of citations, the 

year the study was published, the organisation involved if relevant, and the information 

provided in the abstract, introduction and conclusion of each paper. The selection that was 

then made was read and analysed for the literature review and discussion of this paper. 

Data Collection 

 Origin of the datasets. The variables on income inequality are retrieved from the 

‘World Inequality Database’ or WID. The WID aims to provide precise data on inequality in 

order to allow comparisons between states and over time periods. The WID distinguishes the 

data it provides from others due to a different origin of the variables on income inequality. 

Besides the household surveys that are traditionally used in the computation of inequality 

variables the WID uses national accounts, survey data, fiscal data and wealth rankings. The 
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WID furthermore makes explicit when the data has limitations, and where those limitations 

have their origin (WID.WORLD, n.d.). The WID was chosen for this study due to its 

scientific origin and precise computation of inequality variables across different states and 

time periods. 

The dataset used for retrieval of data for the macroeconomic variables besides capital 

openness is the IMF World Economic Outlook dataset  by the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF, n.d.-b). This dataset is a compiled dataset of the bi-annually released IMF World 

Economic Outlook. The dataset has been compiled and certified by Datahub.io. The dataset 

includes all states, and contains a large number of macroeconomic variables. Datahub.io is 

run by Datopian, which is an organisation that aims to publish certified data openly. The 

organisation has several partners, including The World Bank, the US Government and the 

OECD (Datopia, n.d.). When a dataset has been certified Datopian assures its quality and has 

audited its sources. The data in the ‘World Economic Outlook’ has been gathered through 

surveys conducted by IMF staff, the results of which have been analysed by economists to 

distinguish global economic developments. The IMF is a UN organization that seeks to 

encourage financial stability and economic growth, among others (IMF, n.d.-a). The data that 

is gathered is used by governments, NGO’s and the UN to compile country specific forecasts 

and advice. 

Capital openness, as measured through the variable KAOPEN, was retrieved from the 

Chinn-Ito index dataset. The dataset was created by Chinn and Ito, and contains the data on 

capital openness from 1970 until 2019 for 182 countries. This variable specifically was 

included because of its wide coverage across states and time, as well as its transparency 

regarding the origin of the data. The data used to compute the variable is based on the IMF 

Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (Chinn & Ito, 2006). 

Computation, validity and reliability of data. The Gini coefficient is used to 

measure the amount of income inequality in a society. It is calculated through the ratio of the 

area between the line of equality and the Lorenz curve, which plots the proportion of total 

income to population. It is thus a cumulative measurement of the inequality in a state 

compared to a state with perfect equality . The Gini coefficient does not measure absolute 

poverty, states with a high Gini coefficient can still be prosperous. The variables that 

represent income share have been constructed by the World Inequality Database, by the 

process laid out above in ‘Origin of the datasets’. The variable ranks the population based 
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upon income, and then divides the population in to the relevant groups. The share of the size 

of the resulting group compared to total population size is the variable used (WID.WORLD, 

n.d.).  Government expenditure (GGX), is computed as general government total expenditure 

in billions national currency. Economic growth (NGDP_RPCH) has been computed as annual 

percent change of gross domestic product in constant prices. Imports (TM_RPCH) and 

exports (TX_RPCH) have been computed as percent change of volume of imports and 

exports. The imports and exports were retrieved from the Export and Import Price Index 

Manual. Total investment (NID_NGDP) as a percentage of GDP was expressed as the ratio 

of total investment and GDP in current local currency. It was furthermore measured through 

the total value of gross fixed capital formation and changes in inventories and acquisitions of 

sectors. The abovementioned variables are all in use by the International Monetary Fund 

(Datopia, n.d.). Capital openness is a separate index and measures a country’s degree of 

capital account openness based upon data by the IMF on a country’s tabulation of restrictions 

and cross-border financial transactions (Chinn & Ito, 2006).  

Data Analysis 

 Justification of Multiple Linear Regression. This study makes use of multiple linear 

regression models in R. Multiple linear regression models were chosen as this paper aims to 

construct a macroeconomic model wherein the impact, directionality and strength of 

association are measured. Multiple linear regression allows for all of these, but comes with 

several assumptions. These assumptions in a general linear regression model are linearity, 

homoscedasticity, normality, independence and endogeneity. To test whether the assumptions 

made in the models were justified several measures were undertaken. For homoscedasticity 

the visualization of the variance of datapoints was used through a scale-location plot. 

Likewise for normality, which was visualized using a normal q-q plot. Linearity was tested 

twofold, both through a residuals vs fitted values plot and a Ramsay reset test. The Ramsay 

reset test was furthermore used to assess whether the variables were endogenous and the 

model misspecified. The independence of the independent variables was avoided as much as 

possible through analysis of the computation of each variable. It was nevertheless inevitable 

that some correlation between variables has occurred during linear regression, as 

macroeconomic variables are often interrelated (Furceri & Ostry, 2019).  As our models do 

not violate their assumptions the multiple linear regression model was a valid choice to 
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determine the nature of the relationships between the chosen macroeconomic variables and 

income inequality. 

 Method of Data Analysis.  The code used in this paper can be found in appendix A. 

Hereafter is described the process through which the statistical analysis was conducted. The 

table below showcases the steps taken, and the order they were taken in. 

Step: Action done: 

1 Import of the WID, IMF WEO and Chinn-Ito datasets 

2 Loading of R libraries: Tidyverse, ggplot2, dplyr, tidyr, broom, ggfortify, readxl, 

jsonlite and stats 

3 Exploratory statistics: creation of two plots visualizing the trend in Gini-

coefficient and bottom 50 percent income share across all states 

4 Extracting Hungarian income inequality variables; Gini-coefficient, bottom 50 

percent and top 1 percent income share by year as data frames.  

5 Extracting Hungarian macroeconomic variables; The data was extracted 

as.numeric. The data was furthermore extracted for t -1. The data was created as a 

numeric list of values in R. 

6 Statistical testing: 3 Multiple Linear Regressions were conducted for Hungary. 

With the Gini coefficient, bottom 50 percent income share and top 1 percent 

income share as the dependent variables. 

7 Through the autoplot() function the models were visualized in residuals vs fitted, 

normal q-q and scale-location plots in order to detect non-linearity, non-normality 

and heteroscedasticity. 

8 Extraction of Romanian, Bulgarian, Polish, Czech and Slovak macroeconomic and 

income inequality variables, through the same method as Hungary.  

9 Statistical testing: 3 Multiple Linear Regressions were conducted for each of 

Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Czechia and Slovakia. The dependent variables were: 

Gini Coefficient, Bottom 50 percent income share and Top 1 percent income 

share. 

10 Through the autoplot() function all regression models developed were visualized 

in order to detect non-linearity, non-normality and heteroscedasticity. 

11 Ramsay Reset Tests were conducted on all regression models developed, to rule 
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out non-linearity and misspecification. 

Table 3: Order of operations conducted during the statistical analysis 

For the statistical analysis Rmarkdown was used. After importing the WID, IMF 

WEO and Chinn-Ito datasets, either manually or through code, the following libraries were 

loaded: Tidyverse, ggplot2, dplyr, tidyr, broom, ggfortify, readxl, jsonlite and stats. 

Consequently exploratory statistics was conducted, whereby plots of the Gini-coefficient and 

bottom 50% income share were created for all states. As Hungary is the main focus of this 

study, the variables for Hungary were created first. This was done by extracting the data from 

the respective datasets with the appropriate number of observations, in order for the amount 

of observations per variable to be consistent per state. The macroeconomic variables were 

created as a list of values in ‘R’, while the income inequality variables, Gini-coefficient, top 1 

and bottom 50 percent income share, were created as sperate data frames per variable. The 

individual data frames that contained the separated income inequality data also included the 

associated years as basis for an index. The inequality data was furthermore collected as a 

separate data frame as it will serve as the dependent variable in the multiple linear regression. 

The macroeconomic variables were retrieved for t – 1 compared to the inequality variables. 

This makes sure that the statistical model tests the explanatory power of the macroeconomic 

variables for the income inequality in the up following year. This removes the possibility of 

co-directionality. After the data had been extracted three separate multiple linear regressions 

were ran, with the macroeconomic data as independent variables. The following formulas 

were used to construct the models:  

1) The multiple linear regression model for Gini Coefficient: 

𝐺𝐼𝑁𝐼𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑡 +  𝛽2𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 +  𝛽3𝑇𝑀_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑇𝑋_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡

+  𝛽5𝑁𝐼𝐷_𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 +  𝛽6𝐾𝐴𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑡 +  𝜀𝑡 

2) The multiple linear regression model for bottom 50% income share: 

𝐵50𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑡 +  𝛽2𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 +  𝛽3𝑇𝑀_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑇𝑋_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡

+  𝛽5𝑁𝐼𝐷_𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 +  𝛽6𝐾𝐴𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑡 +  𝜀𝑡 

3) The multiple linear regression model for top 1% income share: 

𝑇01𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑡 +  𝛽2𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 +  𝛽3𝑇𝑀_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑇𝑋_𝑅𝑃𝐶𝐻𝑡

+  𝛽5𝑁𝐼𝐷_𝑁𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 +  𝛽6𝐾𝐴𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑁𝑡 +  𝜀𝑡 
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The function autoplot() was then used to establish whether the conditions for linear 

regression were met. As the conditions were met the statistical analysis for the other states 

was then conducted. It followed the exact order of operations as 3Hungary’s statistical 

analysis did. This was done in order for all model regressions to be computed in the exact 

same manner. The function autoplot() was thereafter used to establish whether the conditions 

for linear regression were met for all 15 new multiple linear regressions. The final step 

undertaken in this analysis were Ramsay Reset Tests, or RRT, which determine whether the 

models are misspecified and the variables are endogenous.  In this paper the fitted values of 

the models tested in the Ramsay reset test were multiplied to the power of 2 and 3. The model 

formula used in the Ramsay reset test is as follows, wherein the �̂� represents the prediction 

gathered from the linear regression model, while the �̂� represents the residuals of the  same 

original regression: 

�̂� =  𝑎0 +  𝑎1�̂� +  𝑎2�̂�2 +  𝑎3�̂�3+ ∈ 

 If 𝑎1, 𝑎2 and 𝑎3 are not significantly associated with �̂�, than the model is correctly 

specified. If the test does find significant association then the results of the model cannot be 

used for interpretation, as the model is either non-linear or misspecified. 

Results 

 To maintain clarity across this research paper the results section has been subdivided 

between the several states tested. All results of the regression models that are not visible in 

this section can be found in appendix B. The results of the Ramsay reset tests can be found in 

Appendix C. 

Hungary 

 Linear regression. This paper found, through a multiple linear regression model that 

included income inequality data from 1996 until, and including, 2019 a significant 

relationship between the Gini coefficient and capital openness (p < 0.001). Specifically a 

0.027 (± 0.003) increase was found for every 1 increase in capital openness. The other 

macroeconomic variables did not have a significant relationship with the Gini coefficient in 

Hungary. 
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Figure 3: Results of the regression model on Hungary's Gini Coefficient. 

 The linear regression model on bottom 50% income share presented similar results. A 

significant relationship between bottom 50% income share and capital openness (p < 0.001) 

was found. A 0.016 (± 0.002) decrease in the bottom 50% income share was found for every 

1 increase in capital openness. The other macroeconomic variables did not have a significant 

relationship with bottom 50% income share in Hungary. 

 

Figure 4: Results Hungarian regression model on Bottom 50% income share 
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 The linear regression model on top 1% income share showed a significant relationship 

between top 1% income share and capital openness (p < 0.001). An 0.011 (± 0.002) increase 

in the top 1% income share was found for every 1 increase in capital openness. The other 

macroeconomic variables did not have a significant relationship with top 1% income share in 

Hungary. 

 

Figure 5: Results of Hungarian regression model on Top 1% income share 

 Assumptions addressed. The residuals vs fitted values plot based upon the Gini 

regression model yielded support for linearity, as the values barely deviate from the X-axis. 

Furthermore normality was established through the Normal Q-Q plot. The scale-location plot 

provided support of homoscedasticity through equally spread of datapoints. The Ramsay reset 

test yielded no significant associations, and therefore the regression model on Hungary’s Gini 

coefficient was not found to be misspecified. 

 Support for linearity, normality and non-misspecification for the models concerning 

top 1% and bottom 50% incomes share was established through a residuals vs fitted values 

plot, normal Q-Q plot and Ramsay reset test. Through a scale-location plot the models were 

found to be homoscedastic.   

Bulgaria 

 Linear regression. This study found, through multiple linear regression that included 

income inequality data from 2001 until 2019, a significant relationship between government 
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expenditure and the Gini coefficient (p < 0.05). For every 1 increase in government 

expenditure a 0.010 (± 0.004) increase in the Gini coefficient. The other macroeconomic 

variables did not have a significant relationship with the Gini coefficient in Hungary. 

 

Figure 6: Results of Bulgarian regression model on Gini Coefficient 

 The linear regression model concerning the bottom 50% income share and the top 1% 

income share in Bulgaria did not yield any significant relationships.  

 Assumptions addressed. The Bulgarian Gini coefficient model was deemed to be 

linear, homoscedastic and normally divided through the use of the autoplot() functions, which 

provided the residuals vs fitted, normal q-q and scale-location plot used to address the 

assumptions. Furthermore the Ramsay reset test did not show any significant associations and 

as such the model is correctly specified. 

 The top 1% income share and bottom 50% income share were found to be linear, 

divided according to a normal distribution and, through the Ramsay reset test, correctly 

specified. The regression model on bottom 50% income share and top 1% income share were 

found to be homoscedastic through a scale-location plot.  

Czechia 

 Linear regression. The linear regression on the Gini coefficient of Czechia did not 

yield any significant relationships between the Gini coefficient and the macroeconomic 
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variables. The linear regression on the bottom 50% income share did however yield two 

significant relationships. A significant relationship was found between government 

expenditure and bottom 50% income share (p < 0.01). For every 1 increase in government 

expenditure an increase of 0.002 (± 0.001) was found in the bottom 50% income share. The 

linear regression involving the top 1% income share yielded no significant relationships. 

 

Figure 7: Results of regression model on Czechia's bottom 50% income share 

 Assumptions addressed. The three regression models of Czechia were, through 

residual vs fitted, normal q-q and scale-location plots deemed to be linear, homoscedastic and 

normally divided. Ramsay reset tests were conducted to rule out misspecification, which 

granted no significant relationships. Therefore the models are correctly specified. 

Poland 

Linear regression. The linear regression with the Gini coefficient in Poland yielded 

two significant relationships. The volume of imports (p < 0.05) and capital openness (p < 

0.001) were found to have a significant relationship with the Gini coefficient. For every 1 

increase in volume of imports the Gini coefficient decreased by 0.002 (± 0.001) and for every 

1 increase in capital openness the Gini coefficient increased by 0.021 (± 0.004). The other 

macroeconomic variables were not found to have a significant relationship with the Gini 

coefficient in Poland. 
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Figure 8: Results of regression model on Poland's Gini Coefficient 

The linear regression concerning the bottom 50% income share in Poland yielded 

similar results, as volume of imports (p < 0.05) and capital openness (p < 0.001) were found 

to have a significant relationship. For every 1 increase in volume of imports the bottom 50% 

income share increased by 0.001 (± 0.000). For every 1 increase in capital openness the 

bottom 50% income share decreased by 0.010 (± 0.002). The other macroeconomic variables 

were not found to have a significant relationship with bottom 50% income share. 
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Figure 9: Results on the regression on Poland's top 1% income share 

The linear regression where the top 1% income share was the dependent variable 

yielded a significant relationship between capital openness and top 1% income share (p < 

0.001). An increase of 1 in capital openness yielded a 0.021 (± 0.005) increase in the top 1% 

income share in Poland. The other macroeconomic variables were not found to have a 

significant relationship with top 1% income share in Poland. 

Assumptions addressed. The top 1% income share and Gini coefficient model for 

Poland were found to be normally divided, homoscedastic and linear. The Ramsay reset tests 

furthermore indicated that the models were correctly specified. The bottom 50% income 

share model was found to be non-linear through the residuals vs fitted plot, which was 

corroborated with a significant Ramsay Reset test, indicating misspecification of the model.  
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Figure 10: Results of the Ramsay Reset test ran on Poland's bottom 50% income share regression 

 

Figure 11: Assumption plots on Poland's bottom 50% income share. Non-Linearity is visible in the Residuals vs Fitted plot 

Romania 

 Linear regression. The linear regression model ran for Romania’s Gini coefficient 

found three significant relationships. Government expenditure (p < 0.05), investment as 

percentage of GDP (p < 0.01) and capital openness (p < 0.01) were found to have a 

significant relationship with the Gini coefficient. An increase of 1 in government expenditure 

was associated with a 0.008 (± 0.003) decrease in Gini coefficient, while investment and 

capital openness were associated with increases of 0.007 (± 0.002) and 0.011 (± 0.003) 

respectively. The other macroeconomic variables were not found to have a significant 

relationship with the Gini coefficient in Romania.  
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Figure 12: Results of the regression ran on Romania's Gini Coefficient 

The linear regression based upon the bottom 50% of income share yielded similar 

results, with government expenditure (p < 0.05), investment (p < 0.05) and capital openness 

(p < 0.001) being identified as significant variables. An increase of 1 in government 

expenditure was associated with an increase in the bottom 50% income share by 0.004 (± 

0.002), while investment as percentage of GPD and capital openness were found to decrease 

bottom 50% income share by 0.003 (± 0.002) and 0.008 (± 0.002) respectively. The other 

macroeconomic variables were not found to be significant. 

 

Figure 13: Results of the regression on Romania's bottom 50% income share 
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The linear regression with the top 1% income share of Romania yielded 1 significant 

relationship. A 1 increase in investment as percentage of GDP was found to increase top 1% 

income share by 0.006 (± 0.002) at p < 0.05. The other macroeconomic variables were not 

found to be significant. 

 

Figure 14: Results of the regression on Romania's top 1% income share 

 Assumptions addressed. The three models created on Romania were all found to be 

normally distributed, linear and homoscedastic. The Ramsay reset tests conducted on the 

three models were found to have no significant relationships and as such the models were 

correctly specified. 

Slovakia 

 Linear regression. The linear regression ran over the Gini coefficient, bottom 50% 

income share and top 1% income share in Slovakia yielded no significant relationships with 

macroeconomic variables. The only notable relationship to be found was economic growth as 

percentage of GDP, which only barely is not significantly related to top 1% income share at p 

= 0.054. 

 Assumptions addressed. The models created to fit the income inequality data in 

Slovakia were found to be linear, homoscedastic and normally distributed. Through the 

Ramsay reset test misspecification was addressed. The models based upon the Gini 

coefficient and the top 1% income share were found to be correctly specified. The model 
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based upon bottom 50% income share was however misspecified, showing significant 

associations with all independent variables. 

 

Figure 15: Results of the Ramsay Reset test ran on Slovakia's bottom 50% income share regression. 

Discussion 

Capital openness 

 Through multiple linear regression capital openness was found to have a positive 

significant relationship with the Gini coefficient in Hungary. Its effect is however rather 

limited. Even though the dataset used by this study offers the Gini coefficient with 12 

decimals, in practice these decimals are never used, and the Gini coefficient is visualized 

through a percentage. The impact of an increase of 1 in capital openness on the Gini 

coefficient in Hungary is thus only 2.7 (± 0.3) %. The association is however significant and 

corroborated by the linear regressions over income share. The linear regression including 

bottom 50% income share returned a negative relationship with capital openness, while the  

model with top 1% income share returned a positive relationship. The estimate of the impact 

of capital openness on income share was however limited, only accounting for a decrease of 

1.6 (± 0.2) % in bottom 50% and an increase of 1.2 (± 0.2) % in the top 1% share of income. 

The association found in Hungary’s regression model regarding capital association is 

corroborated by the regression models of other states. Capital openness was related in the 

same direction in all regression models if it was found to be significantly associated with 

income inequality. Capital openness was always, if significant, positively related with the 

Gini coefficient. For Hungary, Poland and Romania capital openness was thus found to 
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increase income inequality. This finding was further supported by both a negative significant 

relationship of capital openness with the bottom 50% income share in these aforementioned 

states and a positive significant relationship with the top 1% income share.  

 The variable capital openness was computed as a combination of the tabulation of 

restrictions on cross border financial transactions, and therefore is a measure of the ease of 

international financial flows (Chinn & Ito, 2006). A study conducted on the relationship 

between income inequality and globalization furthermore found that capital openness was a 

driving factor in income inequality in the EU over the period of 1995 – 2009 (Asteriou et al., 

2014). A further paper, although naming technological change the main driver behind income 

inequality instead of globalization, came to this conclusion only due to the offsetting effect of 

trade, which decreases income inequality. The other factor in globalization, capital openness 

was found to exacerbate it (Jaumotte et al., 2008). The finding that a state with a higher 

degree of capital openness would have a higher level of income inequality is therefore 

supported by literature. 

 This effect of capital openness could be caused by the nature of the variable, those in 

the higher income shares profit more from the ability to move capital internationally, as they 

have the capital to move. Those in the lower income shares do not have the capital to profit 

off of capital openness in the same manner as the richer income shares.  

Government Expenditure 

Government expenditure was found to have both positive and negative relationships 

with income inequality across different countries. In Bulgaria the model found government 

expenditure to increase the Gini coefficient by 1 (± 0.43) %, while in Romania an increase in 

government expenditure was found to decrease income inequality by 0.8 (± 0.3) %. In 

Czechia government expenditure was not significantly associated with the Gini coefficient, 

but government expenditure did increase the income share of the bottom 50% by 0.2 (± 0.1) 

%. This paper argues that the difference in direction of impact can be explained by the 

computation of the variable itself. As government expenditure is a general variable it 

measures all expenditure. Governments are free to spend state capital on measures 

combatting income inequality or on measures (indirectly) accelerating it. The statistical 

models presented in this paper can therefore be used to gouge the impact of government 

efforts to limit income inequality. The states where a significant association was missing 
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between government expenditure and income inequality, in this paper Hungary, Poland and 

Slovakia, can be explained through the same argument. The government efforts to combat 

income inequality in these states might be ineffective and therefore no significant relationship 

was found.  

As seen during the literature review, government expenditure’s relationship to income 

inequality is heavily debated. In 1997 no significant relationship was found, while in 2012 in 

an analysis of income inequality in European countries was conducted, and found a positive 

relationship between income inequality and government expenditure (Maestri & Roventini, 

2012) (Sarel, 1997). The hypothesis that government expenditure decreases income 

inequality in the short term and increases it in the long term could not be tested through the 

analysis done in this study (Deyshappriya, 2017). The lack of clear consensus on the 

relationship between income inequality and government expenditure does not have to 

disprove the theory for its varying impact stipulated by this study above. As perceptions on 

how the distribution of income in a state should be are shaped by the collective attitudes of 

the population of a state, and as those attitudes in socialist states favour a more egalitarian 

society, and as the attitudes only change slowly over time, it could be reasoned that western 

European democratic states invest less capital or have fewer effective methods to combat 

income inequality than democratic eastern European states (Gijsberts, 2002).  

Investment in Romania 

In the regression models for Romania two positive associations were found between 

investment as a percentage of GDP and income inequality. A 1 increase in investment as a 

percentage of GDP was estimated to increase the Gini coefficient by 0.7 (± 0.2) % and the 

income share of the top 1% by 0.6 (± 0.2) %. The level of significance was however not as 

high as measured by previously mentioned variables. The abovementioned associations were 

only significant at p < 0.01 for Gini coefficient and p < 0.05 for the top 1% income share. 

From these results we can thus reason that total investment in Romania increases income 

inequality through increasing the income share of the top 1%. The findings are corroborated 

by literature, which finds investment to be a major predictor of income inequality in states 

during the transition from a communist economic system towards a free market economy. 

(Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010) (Georgantopoulos & Tsamis, 2011) (Aiyar & Ebeke, 2020). 

Foreign direct investment and investment as a share of GDP were even after the transition 

found to have positive correlations with several inequality variables (Deyshappriya, 2017) 
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(Jäntti & Jenkins, 2009). Romania is an outlier in this study as it is the only state to have a 

significant relationship between income inequality and investment, but the findings are 

corroborated by a consensus in academic literature. 

Hungary’s macroeconomic results 

Hungary’s regression models provided no significant associations besides the 

relationship between income inequality and capital openness. The macroeconomic variables 

included in this study were identified through literature review, and a such a significant 

relationship between the variables and income inequality has been pointed out in other 

studies. Nevertheless the possibility remains that these macroeconomic variables are unable 

to explain income inequality in Hungary. Besides this possibility the lack of associations in 

the regression models could also be due to a limited amount of observation, or an incorrect 

setup of the directed acyclic graph. 

Limitations 

Failed Ramsay Reset Tests 

Two of the Ramsay Reset tests conducted, which test for misspecification and 

linearity in the model, had results which were significantly related. The two regression 

models which failed the tests were Poland’s and Slovakia’s bottom 50% income share 

regression. The polish regression probably failed the Ramsay Reset test due to non-linearity. 

The residuals vs fitted values plot of the Polish bottom income share regression clearly shows 

a parabolic line, which cannot be interpreted differently. The failure of the Slovakian bottom 

income share regression model to pass the Ramsay reset test is harder to explain. The 

residuals vs fitted values plot does show some irregularity, but the variance throughout the 

plot remains linear. Therefore this study hypothesizes that the Slovakian bottom 50% 

regression model was misspecified. The results of both abovementioned regressions have not 

been interpreted as they are unusable. 

Socio-cultural aspects 

The scope of this paper limited it to macroeconomic variables and therefore no socio-

cultural variables could be tested, while these are of importance to income inequality 

(Bandelj & Mahutga, 2010). Furthermore economies are never purely reasonable, as 

behavioural aspects play a large role in the everyday choices of people. The social exclusion 
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of minorities could therefore not be separately determined. The influence of this exclusion 

might therefore be present within the current results of the models, skewing them from the 

impact the macroeconomic variable would otherwise have. Besides, the level of income 

inequality that is accepted by the population depends upon the collective attitudes of that 

state, and those attitudes can change over time (Gijsberts, 2002). A further variable that was 

not included in the regression models was education. As it lies outside the scope of this paper 

it was not possible to include it, but if the models were to be improved, to describe income 

inequality more fittingly, then education would be a variable to include. 

Exclusion of variables 

The size of the shadow economy of a state was found to be strongly positively 

associated with income inequality by (Berdiev & Saunoris, 2018). The variable was thus 

deemed to be viable to include in the statistical regression models of this study. However, 

when collecting the data for this study, it was found that the amount of observations present 

would reduce the temporal scope of this paper to just the years between 1996 and 2004. The 

explaining power and significance of the models to draw conclusions from would then have 

been undermined. Therefore the trade-off on including the size of the shadow economy as a 

variable was not deemed worth it.  

Consensus in modern relevant literature was hard to identify, as almost all papers 

analysed in the literature review used different methods of data collection and analysis. 

Several of the papers were attempting to find proof for the Kuznets curve, while others 

actively discarded the theory. This study has aimed to analyse the most relevant literature for 

the research questions mentioned in this paper, but decisions had to be made on the inclusion 

and exclusion on certain macroeconomic variables, such as unemployment and inflation. 

Lack of observations 

The countries that were within this models scope to run model regressions for were 

relatively limited in the amount of observations compared to western European states. The 

data for the states within this study was limited because there are hardly any observations 

from the time when the states had communist governments. Furthermore the states had 

different amounts of observations among themselves, and therefore the ability to compare the 

states with each other might have decreased. The hypothesized impact of this is small 

however, as the difference in observations is limited to 5 years. 
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Conclusion 

 To conclude this paper this study shall answer the research questions postulated after 

the introduction, and will then give recommendations for future research. 

The first research question tested by this study was as follows: Can the identified 

macroeconomic variables explain the trajectory of income inequality in Hungary since 1995? 

 The identified macroeconomic variables were unable to explain the trajectory of 

income inequality in Hungary since 1995. The only macroeconomic variable that succeeded 

in explaining part of the increase in income inequality in Hungary since 1995 was capital 

openness, which was found to increase the Gini coefficient by 2.7 (± 0.3) % for every 1 

increase in the capital openness index. The other variables did not register as statistically 

significant and therefore did not explain income inequality in Hungary in the multiple linear 

regression model created by this study. 

The second research question posed by this study was: Which variables have had a 

disproportionate impact on income inequality in Hungary after the fall of communism 

compared to other eastern European states? 

 The other states that were assessed in this study displayed varying results, with 

government expenditure being significantly related to income inequality in Romania, Czechia 

and Bulgaria. The hypothesis given for this disproportionate impact of government 

expenditure on separate states in this paper is that the variables measures the collective sum 

of all effects of government expenditure on income inequality, and is therefore a good 

measure of overall effectiveness of the state to combat income inequality through capital. The 

other variables of disproportionate impact were volume of imports in Poland, which was 

negatively associated with income inequality and total investment as percentage of GDP in 

Romania which was estimated to increase income inequality. The different findings across 

different states highlight the importance of local solutions to the global problem of income 

inequality. Similar aspects might affect different states differently, and as such tailor made 

policies are the most effective tool to combat the global economic issues of today.  

Future Research 

 Several recommendations have been constructed by this study for future research. The 

first recommendation for future research is to test the significance of capital openness against 
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states different than those tested in this paper. Furthermore the models should test the 

relationship of capital openness and growth of income for the bottom income shares in 

several states. Thereby an assessment can be made of the merits of capital openness, and if it 

is desirable by states or should be avoided. 

 Further suggestions include the improvement of the models created by this study, 

namely the involvement of more socio-cultural variables supported by academic literature. 

The models should furthermore be expanded with additional observations where possible. 

Besides, the models should be tested for the best fit. A model would thus be created which is 

the closest to identifying the complete trajectory of income inequality in a state. Literature 

review can then be conducted to identify the relevant policies which contributed the most 

towards the level of income inequality in the states used. Policy advice can then be 

constructed in order to improve the ability of the state to find solutions tailored to the 

specifics of their culture and economy. 
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Appendix A: R code 

```{r setup, include=FALSE} 

knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo = TRUE) 

``` 

#0 Getting Packages 

```{r} 

#install.packages('tidyverse')  

#install.packages('ggplot2') 

#install.packages('tidyr') 

#install.packages('broom') 

install.packages('ggfortify') 

``` 

#0 Loading Packages 

```{r} 

library(tidyverse) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(dplyr) 

library(tidyr) 

library(broom) 

library(ggfortify) 

library(readxl) 

library(stats) 

``` 

#1 Downloading Macroeconomic Dataset 
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```{r} 

install.packages("jsonlite", repos="https://cran.rstudio.com/") 

library("jsonlite") 

 

json_file <- 'https://datahub.io/core/imf-weo/datapackage.json' 

json_data <- fromJSON(paste(readLines(json_file), collapse="")) 

 

# get list of all resources: 

print(json_data$resources$name) 

 

# print all tabular data(if exists any) 

for(i in 1:length(json_data$resources$datahub$type)){ 

  if(json_data$resources$datahub$type[i]=='derived/csv'){ 

    path_to_file = json_data$resources$path[i] 

    data <- read.csv(url(path_to_file)) 

    print(data) 

  } 

} 

``` 

#1 Reading Datasets 

```{r} 

kaopen_2019 <- read_excel("C:\\Users\\ruben\\Downloads\\kaopen_2019.xlsx") 

#df_ineq <- read.csv2('WID_data_ineq.csv') 

Polity_V <- read_excel("C:\\Users\\ruben\\Downloads\\Polity V.xls") 
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``` 

 

#2 Subsetting Countries 

 

```{r} 

df <- subset(data, data$Country == 'HUN' | data$Country == 'ROU' | data$Country == 'CZE' | 

data$Country == 'SVK' | data$Country == 'POL' | data$Country == 'BGR') 

``` 

 

#2 Making Exploratory visualisations 

  1) GINI Graph 

  2) Bottom 50% incomeshare graph 

 

```{r} 

#detach(df_ineq) 

attach(df_ineq) 

plot(HUN_GINI, type = 'o', col = 'red', ylab = 'GINI-Scores', xlab = 'Years since 1985', ylim 

= c(0.1, 0.75), main = 'Comparing GINI scores') 

    lines(ROU_GINI, type = 'l', col = 'blue') 

    lines(CZE_GINI, type = 'l', col = 'green') 

    lines(SVK_GINI, type = 'l', col = 'yellow') 

    lines(POL_GINI, type = 'l', col = 'black') 

    lines(BGR_GINI, type = 'l', col = 'purple') 

    legend(0, 0.75, legend = c('Hungary', 'Romania', 'Czechia', 'Slovakia', 'Poland', 'Bulgaria'), 

col=c('red', 'blue', 'green', 'yellow', 'black', 'purple'), lty = 1:1, cex = 0.45) 
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``` 

 

```{r} 

attach(df_ineq) 

plot(HUN_B50, type = 'o', col = 'red', ylab = '% Incomeshare', xlab = 'Years since 1985', ylim 

= c(0.1, 0.4), main = 'Bottom 50% income share') 

    lines(ROU_B50, type = 'l', col = 'blue') 

    lines(CZE_B50, type = 'l', col = 'green') 

    lines(SVK_B50, type = 'l', col = 'yellow') 

    lines(POL_B50, type = 'l', col = 'black') 

    lines(BGR_B50, type = 'l', col = 'purple') 

    legend(25, 0.4, legend = c('Hungary', 'Romania', 'Czechia', 'Slovakia', 'Poland', 'Bulgaria'), 

col=c('red', 'blue', 'green', 'yellow', 'black', 'purple'), lty = 1:1, cex = 0.45) 

``` 

 

 

## Comparing Inequality to Gov expenditure (GGX) 

```{r} 

plot(df_ineq$Year[df_ineq$Year > 1994], df_ineq$HUN_GINI[df_ineq$Year > 1994 & 

df_ineq$Year < 2020], type = 'o', col = 'red', ylab = 'GINI-Score', xlab = 'Years', ylim = 

c(0.25, 0.5), main = 'GINI & GGX') 

   

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(df_hun$Year[df_hun$Indicator == 'GGX'], df_hun$Value[df_hun$Indicator == 'GGX'], 

xlab = '', ylab = '', ylim = c(2000, 22000), axes = FALSE, type = 'b', col = 'black') 
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  mtext('Government Expenditure', side = 4, col = 'black', line = 4) 

  axis(4, ylim=c(2000, 22000), col = 'black', col.axis = 'black', las=1) 

``` 

 

## Getting Dependent Variables 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

#Creating Variables 

## HUN Bottom 50% incomeshare 

HUNTime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,5)] 

HUNTime_and_B <- subset(HUNTime_and_B1, Year >= 1996) 

 

##HUN Top 1% incomeshare 

HUNTime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,4)] 

HUNTime_and_T <- subset(HUNTime_and_T1, Year >= 1996) 

 

## HUN GINI 

HUNTime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,2)] 

HUNTime_and_Y <- subset(HUNTime_and_Y1, Year >= 1996) 

``` 

## Getting Independent Variables 

```{r Data_org, include=TRUE} 

## GGX / Gov Expenses 

HUN_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'HUN' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1995 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 
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## NGDP / Eco Growth 

HUN_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'HUN' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1995 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

HUN_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'HUN' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1995 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

HUN_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'HUN' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1995 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NID_NGDP / Investment 

HUN_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'HUN' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1995 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

HUN_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'HUN' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 1995 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 

``` 

## Linear regression analysis hungary 

```{r} 

# GINI 

HUN_lm = lm(HUNTime_and_Y$HUN_GINI ~ HUN_GGX + HUN_NGDP + 

HUN_TMGRPCH + HUN_TXRPCH + HUN_NIDNGDP + HUN_KAOPEN) 

# Bottom 50 

HUN_lmb = lm(HUNTime_and_B$HUN_B50 ~ HUN_GGX + HUN_NGDP + 

HUN_TMGRPCH + HUN_TXRPCH + HUN_NIDNGDP + HUN_KAOPEN) 

# Top 01 
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HUN_lmt = lm(HUNTime_and_T$HUN_T01 ~ HUN_GGX + HUN_NGDP + 

HUN_TMGRPCH + HUN_TXRPCH + HUN_NIDNGDP + HUN_KAOPEN) 

 

 

summary(HUN_lm) 

summary(HUN_lm_b50) 

summary(HUN_lm_t1) 

``` 

# HUNGARY Visualizing 

```{r} 

autoplot(HUN_lm) 

``` 

## ROMANIA, BULGARIA, POLAND, CZECHIA, SLOVAKIA VARIABLES 

# Bulgaria 

```{r} 

## BGR GINI 

BGRTime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,27)] 

BGRTime_and_Y <- subset(BGRTime_and_Y1, Year >= 2001) 

# BGR B50 

BGRTime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,30)] 

BGRTime_and_B <- subset(BGRTime_and_B1, Year >= 2001) 

# BGR T01 

BGRTime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,29)] 

BGRTime_and_T <- subset(BGRTime_and_T1, Year >= 2001) 
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## GGX / Gov Expenses 

BGR_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'BGR' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NGDP / Eco Growth 

BGR_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'BGR' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

BGR_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'BGR' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

BGR_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'BGR' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NID_NGDP / Investment 

BGR_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'BGR' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

BGR_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'BGR' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 2000 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 

``` 

# Czechia 

```{r} 

## CZE GINI 

## cze Bottom 50% incomeshare 

CZETime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,15)] 

CZETime_and_B <- subset(HUNTime_and_B1, Year >= 1997) 
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##cze Top 1% incomeshare 

CZETime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,14)] 

CZETime_and_T <- subset(CZETime_and_T1, Year >= 1997) 

# GINI 

CZETime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,12)] 

CZETime_and_Y <- subset(CZETime_and_Y1, Year >= 1997) 

 

## GGX / Gov Expenses 

CZE_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'CZE' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NGDP / Eco Growth 

CZE_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'CZE' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

CZE_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'CZE' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

CZE_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'CZE' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NID_NGDP / Investment 

CZE_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'CZE' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

CZE_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'CZE' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 1996 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 
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``` 

# Poland 

```{r} 

## POL GINI 

POLTime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,22)] 

POLTime_and_Y <- subset(POLTime_and_Y1, Year >= 1997) 

# BGR B50 

POLTime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,25)] 

POLTime_and_B <- subset(POLTime_and_B1, Year >= 1997) 

# BGR T01 

POLTime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,24)] 

POLTime_and_T <- subset(POLTime_and_T1, Year >= 1997) 

 

## GGX / Gov Expenses 

POL_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'POL' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NGDP / Eco Growth 

POL_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'POL' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

POL_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'POL' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

POL_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'POL' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 
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## NID_NGDP / Investment 

POL_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'POL' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1996 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

POL_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'POL' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 1996 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 

``` 

# Slovakia 

```{r} 

## SVK GINI 

SVKTime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,17)] 

SVKTime_and_Y <- subset(SVKTime_and_Y1, Year >= 1998) 

#B50 

SVKTime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,20)] 

SVKTime_and_B <- subset(SVKTime_and_B1, Year >= 1998) 

#To1 

SVKTime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,19)] 

SVKTime_and_T <- subset(SVKTime_and_T1, Year >= 1998) 

 

## GGX / Gov Expenses 

SVK_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'SVK' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1997 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NGDP / Eco Growth 

SVK_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'SVK' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1997 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 
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## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

SVK_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'SVK' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1997 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

SVK_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'SVK' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 1997 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NID_NGDP / Investment 

SVK_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'SVK' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 1997 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

SVK_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'SVK' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 1997 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 

 

``` 

# Romania 

```{r} 

## ROU GINI 

ROUTime_and_Y1 = df_ineq[,c(1,7)] 

ROUTime_and_Y <- subset(ROUTime_and_Y1, Year >= 2001) 

#B50 

ROUTime_and_B1 = df_ineq[,c(1,10)] 

ROUTime_and_B <- subset(ROUTime_and_B1, Year >= 2001) 

#To1 

ROUTime_and_T1 = df_ineq[,c(1,9)] 

ROUTime_and_T <- subset(ROUTime_and_T1, Year >= 2001) 
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## GGX / Gov Expenses 

ROU_GGX = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'ROU' & df$Indicator == 'GGX_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NGDP / Eco Growth 

ROU_NGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'ROU' & df$Indicator == 'NGDP_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TMG_RPCH / Imports Volume 

ROU_TMGRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'ROU' & df$Indicator == 'TM_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## TX_RPCH / Exports Volume 

ROU_TXRPCH = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'ROU' & df$Indicator == 'TX_RPCH' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## NID_NGDP / Investment 

ROU_NIDNGDP = as.numeric(df[df$Country == 'ROU' & df$Indicator == 'NID_NGDP' & 

df$Year >= 2000 & df$Year <= 2018,]$Value) 

## Kaopen / Capital openness 

ROU_KAOPEN = as.numeric(kaopen_2019[kaopen_2019$ccode == 'ROM' & 

kaopen_2019$year >= 2000 & kaopen_2019$year <= 2018,]$kaopen) 

``` 

## TESTING LM 

# BGR 

```{r} 

# GINI 

BGR_lm = lm(BGRTime_and_Y$BGR_GINI ~ BGR_GGX + BGR_NGDP + 

BGR_TMGRPCH + BGR_TXRPCH + BGR_NIDNGDP + BGR_KAOPEN) 
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summary(BGR_lm) 

# B50 

BGR_lmb = lm(BGRTime_and_B$BGR_B50 ~ BGR_GGX + BGR_NGDP + 

BGR_TMGRPCH + BGR_TXRPCH + BGR_NIDNGDP + BGR_KAOPEN) 

summary(BGR_lmb) 

# T01 

BGR_lmt = lm(BGRTime_and_T$BGR_T01 ~ BGR_GGX + BGR_NGDP + 

BGR_TMGRPCH + BGR_TXRPCH + BGR_NIDNGDP + BGR_KAOPEN) 

summary(BGR_lmt) 

``` 

# CZE lm 

```{r} 

#Gini 

CZE_lm = lm(CZETime_and_Y$CZE_GINI ~ CZE_GGX + CZE_NGDP + 

CZE_TMGRPCH + CZE_TXRPCH + CZE_NIDNGDP) 

summary(CZE_lm) 

# B50 

CZE_lmb = lm(CZETime_and_B$HUN_B50 ~ CZE_GGX + CZE_NGDP + 

CZE_TMGRPCH + CZE_TXRPCH + CZE_NIDNGDP + CZE_KAOPEN) 

summary(CZE_lmb) 

# T01 

CZE_lmt = lm(CZETime_and_T$CZE_T01 ~ CZE_GGX + CZE_NGDP + 

CZE_TMGRPCH + CZE_TXRPCH + CZE_NIDNGDP + CZE_KAOPEN) 

summary(CZE_lmt) 

``` 
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# POL LM 

```{r} 

# GINI 

POL_lm = lm(POLTime_and_Y$POL_GINI ~ POL_GGX + POL_NGDP + 

POL_TMGRPCH + POL_TXRPCH + POL_NIDNGDP + POL_KAOPEN) 

summary(POL_lm) 

# B50 

POL_lmb = lm(POLTime_and_B$POL_B50 ~ POL_GGX + POL_NGDP + 

POL_TMGRPCH + POL_TXRPCH + POL_NIDNGDP + POL_KAOPEN) 

summary(POL_lmb) 

# T01 

POL_lmt = lm(POLTime_and_T$POL_T01 ~ POL_GGX + POL_NGDP + 

POL_TMGRPCH + POL_TXRPCH + POL_NIDNGDP + POL_KAOPEN) 

summary(POL_lmt) 

``` 

# ROU LM 

```{r} 

# GINI 

ROU_lm = lm(ROUTime_and_Y$ROU_GINI ~ ROU_GGX + ROU_NGDP + 

ROU_TMGRPCH + ROU_TXRPCH + ROU_NIDNGDP + ROU_KAOPEN) 

summary(ROU_lm) 

# B50 

ROU_lmb = lm(ROUTime_and_B$ROU_B50 ~ ROU_GGX + ROU_NGDP + 

ROU_TMGRPCH + ROU_TXRPCH + ROU_NIDNGDP + ROU_KAOPEN) 

summary(ROU_lmb) 
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# T01 

ROU_lmt = lm(ROUTime_and_T$ROU_T01 ~ ROU_GGX + ROU_NGDP + 

ROU_TMGRPCH + ROU_TXRPCH + ROU_NIDNGDP + ROU_KAOPEN) 

summary(ROU_lmt) 

``` 

# SVK LM 

```{r} 

# GINI 

SVK_lm = lm(SVKTime_and_Y$SVK_GINI ~ SVK_GGX + SVK_NGDP + 

SVK_TMGRPCH + SVK_TXRPCH + SVK_NIDNGDP + SVK_KAOPEN) 

summary(SVK_lm) 

# B50 

SVK_lmb = lm(SVKTime_and_B$SVK_B50 ~ SVK_GGX + SVK_NGDP + 

SVK_TMGRPCH + SVK_TXRPCH + SVK_NIDNGDP + SVK_KAOPEN) 

summary(SVK_lmb) 

# T01 

SVK_lmt = lm(SVKTime_and_T$SVK_T01 ~ SVK_GGX + SVK_NGDP + 

SVK_TMGRPCH + SVK_TXRPCH + SVK_NIDNGDP + SVK_KAOPEN) 

summary(SVK_lmt) 

``` 

 

#VISUALIZING 

```{r} 

# GINI 

autoplot(HUN_lm) 
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autoplot(BGR_lm) 

autoplot(CZE_lm) 

autoplot(POL_lm) 

autoplot(ROU_lm) 

autoplot(SVK_lm) 

``` 

# Visualizing B50 

```{r} 

autoplot(HUN_lmb) 

autoplot(BGR_lmb) 

autoplot(CZE_lmb) 

autoplot(POL_lmb) 

autoplot(ROU_lmb) 

autoplot(SVK_lmb) 

``` 

# Visualizing T01 

```{r} 

autoplot(HUN_lmt) 

autoplot(BGR_lmt) 

autoplot(CZE_lmt) 

autoplot(POL_lmt) 

autoplot(ROU_lmt) 

autoplot(SVK_lmt) 

``` 
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#### RAMSAY TEST Hungary 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

## Gini 

HUN_yhat = fitted.values(HUN_lm) 

HUN_yhat2 = HUN_yhat^2 

HUN_yhat3 = HUN_yhat^3 

HUN_residuals = residuals(HUN_lm) 

HUN_RRT = lm(HUN_residuals ~ HUN_yhat + HUN_yhat2 + HUN_yhat3) 

summary(HUN_RRT) 

# H0 = Error term not related to independent variables, thus Ramsay test = not significant 

 

# T01 

HUN_yhatt = fitted.values(HUN_lmt) 

HUN_yhatt2 = HUN_yhatt^2 

HUN_yhatt3 = HUN_yhatt^3 

HUN_residualst = residuals(HUN_lmt) 

HUN_RRT_t = lm(HUN_residualst ~ HUN_yhatt + HUN_yhatt2 + HUN_yhatt3) 

summary(HUN_RRT_t) 

 

# B50 

HUN_yhatb = fitted.values(HUN_lmb) 

HUN_yhatb2 = HUN_yhatb^2 

HUN_yhatb3 = HUN_yhatb^3 

HUN_residualsb = residuals(HUN_lmb) 
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HUN_RRT_b = lm(HUN_residualsb ~ HUN_yhatb + HUN_yhatb2 + HUN_yhatb3) 

summary(HUN_RRT_b) 

 

``` 

# RRT BGR 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

# GINI 

BGR_yhat = fitted.values(BGR_lm) 

BGR_yhat2 = BGR_yhat^2 

BGR_yhat3 = BGR_yhat^3 

BGR_residuals = residuals(BGR_lm) 

BGR_RRT = lm(BGR_residuals ~ BGR_yhat + BGR_yhat2 + BGR_yhat3) 

summary(BGR_RRT) 

 

# T01 

BGR_yhatt = fitted.values(BGR_lmt) 

BGR_yhatt2 = BGR_yhatt^2 

BGR_yhatt3 = BGR_yhatt^3 

BGR_residualst = residuals(BGR_lmt) 

BGR_RRT_t = lm(BGR_residualst ~ BGR_yhatt + BGR_yhatt2 + BGR_yhatt3) 

summary(BGR_RRT_t) 

 

# B50 

BGR_yhatb = fitted.values(BGR_lmb) 
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BGR_yhatb2 = BGR_yhatb^2 

BGR_yhatb3 = BGR_yhatb^3 

BGR_residualsb = residuals(BGR_lmb) 

BGR_RRT_b = lm(BGR_residualsb ~ BGR_yhatb + BGR_yhatb2 + BGR_yhatb3) 

summary(BGR_RRT_b) 

``` 

# RRT czE 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

# GINI 

CZE_yhat = fitted.values(CZE_lm) 

CZE_yhat2 = CZE_yhat^2 

CZE_yhat3 = CZE_yhat^3 

CZE_residuals = residuals(CZE_lm) 

CZE_RRT = lm(CZE_residuals ~ CZE_yhat + CZE_yhat2 + CZE_yhat3) 

summary(CZE_RRT) 

 

# T01 

CZE_yhatt = fitted.values(CZE_lmt) 

CZE_yhatt2 = CZE_yhatt^2 

CZE_yhatt3 = CZE_yhatt^3 

CZE_residualst = residuals(CZE_lmt) 

CZE_RRT_t = lm(CZE_residualst ~ CZE_yhatt + CZE_yhatt2 + CZE_yhatt3) 

summary(CZE_RRT_t) 
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# B50 

CZE_yhatb = fitted.values(CZE_lmb) 

CZE_yhatb2 = CZE_yhatb^2 

CZE_yhatb3 = CZE_yhatb^3 

CZE_residualsb = residuals(CZE_lmb) 

CZE_RRT_b = lm(CZE_residualsb ~ CZE_yhatb + CZE_yhatb2 + CZE_yhatb3) 

summary(CZE_RRT_b) 

``` 

# RRT POL 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

# GINI 

POL_yhat = fitted.values(POL_lm) 

POL_yhat2 = POL_yhat^2 

POL_yhat3 = POL_yhat^3 

POL_residuals = residuals(POL_lm) 

POL_RRT = lm(POL_residuals ~ POL_yhat + POL_yhat2 + POL_yhat3) 

summary(POL_RRT) 

 

# T01 

POL_yhatt = fitted.values(POL_lmt) 

POL_yhatt2 = POL_yhatt^2 

POL_yhatt3 = POL_yhatt^3 

POL_residualst = residuals(POL_lmt) 

POL_RRT_t = lm(POL_residualst ~ POL_yhatt + POL_yhatt2 + POL_yhatt3) 
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summary(POL_RRT_t) 

 

# B50 

POL_yhatb = fitted.values(POL_lmb) 

POL_yhatb2 = POL_yhatb^2 

POL_yhatb3 = POL_yhatb^3 

POL_residualsb = residuals(POL_lmb) 

POL_RRT_b = lm(POL_residualsb ~ POL_yhatb + POL_yhatb2 + POL_yhatb3) 

summary(POL_RRT_b) 

``` 

# RRT ROU 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

# GINI 

ROU_yhat = fitted.values(ROU_lm) 

ROU_yhat2 = ROU_yhat^2 

ROU_yhat3 = ROU_yhat^3 

ROU_residuals = residuals(ROU_lm) 

ROU_RRT = lm(ROU_residuals ~ ROU_yhat + ROU_yhat2 + ROU_yhat3) 

summary(ROU_RRT) 

 

# T01 

ROU_yhatt = fitted.values(ROU_lmt) 

ROU_yhatt2 = ROU_yhatt^2 

ROU_yhatt3 = ROU_yhatt^3 
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ROU_residualst = residuals(ROU_lmt) 

ROU_RRT_t = lm(ROU_residualst ~ ROU_yhatt + ROU_yhatt2 + ROU_yhatt3) 

summary(ROU_RRT_t) 

 

# B50 

ROU_yhatb = fitted.values(ROU_lmb) 

ROU_yhatb2 = ROU_yhatb^2 

ROU_yhatb3 = ROU_yhatb^3 

ROU_residualsb = residuals(ROU_lmb) 

ROU_RRT_b = lm(ROU_residualsb ~ ROU_yhatb + ROU_yhatb2 + ROU_yhatb3) 

summary(ROU_RRT_b) 

``` 

# RRT SVK 

```{r Data_Org, include=TRUE} 

# GINI 

SVK_yhat = fitted.values(SVK_lm) 

SVK_yhat2 = SVK_yhat^2 

SVK_yhat3 = SVK_yhat^3 

SVK_residuals = residuals(SVK_lm) 

SVK_RRT = lm(SVK_residuals ~ SVK_yhat + SVK_yhat2 + SVK_yhat3) 

summary(SVK_RRT) 

 

# T01 

SVK_yhatt = fitted.values(SVK_lmt) 
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SVK_yhatt2 = SVK_yhatt^2 

SVK_yhatt3 = SVK_yhatt^3 

SVK_residualst = residuals(SVK_lmt) 

SVK_RRT_t = lm(SVK_residualst ~ SVK_yhatt + SVK_yhatt2 + SVK_yhatt3) 

summary(SVK_RRT_t) 

 

# B50 

SVK_yhatb = fitted.values(SVK_lmb) 

SVK_yhatb2 = SVK_yhatb^2 

SVK_yhatb3 = SVK_yhatb^3 

SVK_residualsb = residuals(SVK_lmb) 

SVK_RRT_b = lm(SVK_residualsb ~ SVK_yhatb + SVK_yhatb2 + SVK_yhatb3) 

summary(SVK_RRT_b) 

``` 
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Appendix B: All regression models 

 

Figure 16: Regressions on hungary, from top to bottom: Gini, Bottom 50%, Top1% 
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Figure 17: Bulgarian regressions, Top to bottom: Gini, Bottom 50%, Top1% 
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Figure 18: Czech regression models, top to bottom, Gini , Bottom 50% 
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Figure 19: Czech regression model on Top1% 
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Figure 20: Polish regression models for GINi (top) and Bottom 50% (bottom) 
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Figure 21: Polish Top1% regression model 
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Figure 22: Romanian Regression models for GINI, (top) and bottom 50% (bottom) 
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Figure 23: Romanian regression model on top 1% 
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Figure 24: Slovakian regression, Gini (top), bottom 50% (bottom) 
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Figure 25: Slovakian regression model on top1% 
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APPENDIX C: Ramsay Reset tests 

 

Figure 26: Hungarian RRT on (GINI, Top 1 and Bottom 50) 
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Figure 27: Bulgarian RRT: Gini, Top1, Bottom 50 
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Figure 28: CZE RRT: Gini, Top1, Bottom 50 
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Figure 29: Polish RRT: GINI, Top1, Bottom 50 
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Figure 30: Romanian RRT; GINI, Top1, Bottom 50 
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Figure 31: SVK RRT: GINI, top 1, Bottom 50 


